
 

Unit 15: COMPARISONS 

 
PRACTICE: 

I. Choose the correct answers in the parentheses: 

1. nicer      16. nicer 

2. more happily     17. most expensive 

3. the most gracefully    18. as hot 

4. higher      19. so important 

5. harder      20. best 

6. faster      21. more / the most 

7. richest      22. worst 

8. worse      23. as beautiful 

9. more      24. least 

10. confident as     25. better 

11.  more boring      

12.  thinner      

13.  more interesting     

14.  more difficult     

15.  most intelligent     

 

II. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of comparisons: 

1. older      11. as expensive as  

2. the most difficult    12. harder 

3. better      13. as / so comfortable as 

4. most interesting    14. cheaper than 

5. cheaper      15. bigger 

6. more dangerous    16. higher 

7. as bad as     17. more important 

8. funniest     18. newer than 

9. smaller     19. as heavy as 

10.  most dangerous    20. stronger     

 

III. Read through the text below and decide if the statements are true or false: 

1. F  3. T   5. F   7. F   9. F 

2. T  4. F   6. T   8. F   10. T 

 

MORE PRACTICE: 

I. Fill in the correct forms of the words in the parentheses: 

1. larger than     11. younger than 

2. more ambitious than    12. more strategically 

3. better than     13. faster  

4. the heaviest     14. the biggest 

5. as / so comfortable    15. the most crowded 
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6. more exciting      

7. better than      

8. more colorful than     

9. as comfortable     

10.  busier than      

 

II. Read the article about trash in the desert. Find and correct eight errors in it: 

1. the less  the least     5. Most dangerous  The most dangerous 

2. the most strong  the strongest   6. part  parts 

3. the most quick  the most quickly  7. most hard  the hardest 

4. the seriousest  the most serious   8. the most young  the youngest 
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